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***Book four, Invasion, is on sale for a limited time!***In order to finally claim her title of Chosen and

lead the Shadow People out of the Land of Mist, Shanti must make it through a century's old system

to test her battle awareness, her fighting skill, and her ability to stay alive. She's about to enter The

Trials, and she must do it alone.Separated from Shanti on a dangerous island, Cayan must learn to

use his mental skill while keeping his men safe from the people set out to kill them. But as more

Inkna and Graygual flood the island, Cayan hears of a sinister force deep in the woods, rigging The

Trials and killing any who venture too close.It is now a race against time. The battle to become the

Chosen has begun, and the victor is anything but decided.
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This is the third book in the series and it is immediate sequel to the events of the second book.

These two actually read like one book. Shanti is regaining her confidence and her purpose. She is

amazing, and Captain Cayan is amazing, and Rohan is amazing, and Sanders is amazing. Her

honour Guard is very present with an addition of a very interesting young female character



Ruisa.This book is about the trials of the Chosen and the upcoming battle with the

XanderÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s army. We actually briefly meet Xander, the Supreme Being, in this book.

We get a closer look at Shanti and Captain Cayan, Sanders, Marc and some of the other

characters. In a way this book follows two parallel stories, one inside the trials and the one outside.

Although is it constant fighting and struggle, it seems more steady and less crazy than the second

book. I have no idea what is going to happen next and I cannot wait to find out.I love the series. I

have enjoyed this book immensely. I highly recommend it. Reading order is: Forged in Blood (The

Warrior Chronicles, #0.5) - although I would suggest reading this one after at least 2 books, Chosen

(The Warrior Chronicles #1), Hunted (The Warrior Chronicles, #2), Shadow Lands (The Warrior

Chronicles #3), Invasion (The Warrior Chronicles #4), Siege (The Warrior Chronicles, #5).

It does get tiring to read about vamps and weres . Tho I do love them .this book was a refreshing

change . Still sci fy to keeps us out of reality yet no so out there . And what a great story it is . I read

the first book and it was good too . Never read this author before but will be finding all her books to

read . Hope you don't start writing 90 page books like some of my favorites are doing . Gads I hate

them and won't buy them so am glad I found another storyteller . Thankyoy

Shanti returned to Cayan's home as she sought his help in getting to the Shadow lands. She needs

his power and they are stronger together. She is being pursued by the Hunter, who wishes to

capture her to elevate himself in the enemies organization. Shanti must reach the Shadow lands to

go through the trials....and she must go through them alone, or does she?Shanti, Cayan, her brother

and Chance, Rohnan, along with Commander Sanders and a host of others set off towards the

Shadow land to challenge her right to be the Chosen. Although another has made the claim, they

know he is false. Shanti makes it there and enters the trial alone.Cayan feels the need to be with

Shanti, and joins her. It is a race against time to see if she will be successful and earn the title of

Chosen, or if the trial will beat her and all may be lost. In the meantime, the enemy is growing on the

island, and war is at hand. Who will win? Only reading can answer that.These characters are

delightful. They are witty, sincere and deadly. I enjoyed this book.....spent hours reading and can't

wait for the next installment.

This is the third book of Chosen , and i am seriously doubting that it can become better than

this.This was one hell of the ride, i have serious problems with sleep, when i read K.F.B. books. This

is sindrom of not being able to putt down the book.This book is action packed. From the moment



Shanti stepses on the ship ,to take them to the Shadow Lands, Shanti, Cayan and all of their crew

are fighting for their lives. The battle scenes are so realistic I was practically fidgeting and jumping

up and down in my seat. I was so relived when Cayan joined her on the island, and her chances of

survivor become high. I really really enjoyed this book. Now i am waiting for the next book, and i

already re read all 3 of the books.If you like action, sex, and one hell of a journey you MUST read

the chosen series.

By book three, you want it to be a bit further. Getting impatient with the series.

These books are so well-written. The characters are totally believable, and lovable! Personalities

are well developed and consistent throughout. There is some gut busting humor, too. Mostly from

Commander Sanders. He is SO hilarious! Man, I forget sometimes these are just characters in a

story. I'm on my 4th time reading thru the series (no surprise for someone who's read thru LOTR

more than 2 dozen times over the years!). I'm sure I'll be reading them again and again and again!

They are that good!

The author it seemed to be purposely trying to drag out her story. Books 3 and 4 had way to many

episodes that could been shortened or not at all, which would had made the story more exciting. I

will not pursue any more books in this series by the author.

Suspense, lots of action, love, battling great evil (and winning), and some lighter moments to keep

this from being dark and gloomy. And, oh yes, great writing that makes the people and their world

come to life. Really hard to put it down and overwhelming need to get next book in series to see

what happens next.
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